
Understand today.  
Shape tomorrow.

The new campus  
of the Hertie School 



The history of the 
Robert Koch Forum

1873 – 1882
The site is built to house the scientific, medical and technical 
institutes of the Friedrich Wilhelm University based on plans 
by the architect Paul Spieker.

1949 – 1990
The Physiological Institute becomes the Institute for Medical 
Microbiology, Virology and Epidemiology; the director’s 
residence becomes the headquarters of the Hygiene Institute 
of the former GDR.

2025
Hertie School relocates to the new campus

1990 – today
German public broadcaster ARD headquarters is built on 
the site of the former Institute of Physics. The rest of the site 
initially became the property of the Charité. Since 2016, the 
Robert Koch Forum has belonged to the state of Berlin. 

1882 – 1925
During the scientific heyday of the Robert Koch Forum, 
groundbreaking medical research was advanced and resulted 
in a number of Nobel Prizes.

The Hertie School will transform the historic Robert Koch Forum from its great scientific past dating back to the end 
of the 19th century into the future of a modern governance institute and establish it as the new location for science 
and debate in the field of public policy and governance in Berlin and Europe. The Robert Koch Forum is one of the 
largest buildings established for research purposes in the German Imperial period in the heart of Berlin, a building 
that has survived war and dictatorship and bears a history that has been turbulent in many ways. In 1882, Nobel 
Prize winner Robert Koch presented the tuberculosis pathogen he had discovered to the public for the first time 
here, and Max Planck, Gustav Hertz and Walter Nernst also conducted research here.

In its new campus, the Hertie School will reconcile academic excellence in research and teaching in the 21st century 
with the great academic tradition and historical heritage. This unique building in the heart of Berlin will be filled 
again with life through research, an international environment and a variety of scientific and political events. The 
state of Berlin is providing around 70 million euros for the renovation of an area of approximately 10,500 square 
meters in accordance with the preservation guidelines. The Hertie School will invest around 8 million euros by 2025 
for the interior fittings, the technical equipment and the renovation of the building.

Become a partner of the new Hertie School Campus!

The new campus 
of the Hertie School 



8 mio 
funding needs

10.500 m²
area of the 
Hertie School Campus



»Since its founding in 2004, the Hertie School has been an 
unparalleled academic success story. The new campus of the 
Hertie School, in the center of Berlin, will attract not only more 
students but also top researchers.  For me, the relocation of the 
Hertie School to the tradition-rich Robert Koch Forum marks a 
consistent step in the development of the Hertie School into 
one of Europe’s leading public policy schools.«
Prof. Dr. h.c. Wolfgang Ischinger
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»In the Robert Koch Forum, the Hertie School will continue 
to build its profile as a leading university for good 
governance and modern statehood in Europe. We would 
like to fill this historical location with life again. The new 
campus of the Hertie School will become a vibrant place for 
people to meet and for ideas to flourish. A modern center 
for excellent scholarship and research and a place for public 
debate in the heart of political Berlin.«
Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll, President Hertie School 
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Partnership for the  
Hertie School Campus
A building partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new Hertie School Campus 
permanently. By sponsoring the Hertie School Campus, you gain access to one of the most relevant science 
and networking locations in the heart of Berlin. You will be able to organize events with network partners, 
accompany political panels, etc.

Become a partner of the Hertie School and support the new Hertie School Campus!

Visibility
• Mention of the partners in the press activities  

of the Hertie School
• Disclosure of partners in annual reports
• Mention of the partners at selected events  

in the new campus
• Exclusive use of facilities for own events with discounted fees

Partnership contributions
• Partnership for 5 years
• Premium partnership from 500,000 €
• Strategic partnership from 250,000 €
• Partnership from 100,000 €

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Room partnership  
for the Robert Koch Hall
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

The Robert Koch Hall
The Robert Koch Hall is the centrepiece of the new Hertie School Campus and is historically and 
architecturally one of the most outstanding halls in the building. It is a completely wood panelled 
hall with a ceiling height of 3 full floors and an impressive glass dome. In the future, the Robert Koch 
Hall will provide space for special teaching events and will also be an ideal venue for political lectures 
and debates. The Robert Koch Hall will also be the venue for high-profile events with various network 
partners.

Become a partner of the Robert Koch Hall!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner in the hall/seminar room  

on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, syllabi, etc.
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events  

with discounted fees

Partnership  
Robert Koch Hall 
• 100,000 €
• per annum
• 1 partner

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Room partnership 
for the large event hall
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

The large event hall
A special highlight is the new, multifunctional event hall. In the future, it will not only connect the two 
previously separate wings of the Robert Koch Forum, with its numerous glass elements and state-of-the-art 
technical equipment, it will also become one of the extraordinary places for active exchange between science 
and politics - always a central concern and an elementary component of the Hertie School. With its total area 
of 400 sqm, 9 m ceiling height and cutting-edge technical equipment, the new event hall will be the largest 
event space in the entire building.

Become a partner of the large event hall!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner in the hall/seminar room 

on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, syllabi, etc.
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events 

with discounted fees

Partnership 
for the large event hall
• from 50,000 €
• per annum
• max. 4 partners

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Room partnership 
for the Walther Nernst Hall
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

The Walther Nernst Hall
An outstanding room of the Hertie School Campus is the hall named after the German physicist and Nobel Prize 
winner Walther Nernst. On the one hand, this hall will be a classic teaching hall for courses with several classes 
and, on the other hand, an excellent venue for panels or lectures by your institution and network partners, for 
example.

  Become a partner of the Walther Nernst Hall!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner in the hall/seminar room 

on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, syllabi, etc.
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events 

with discounted fees

Partnership 
Walther Nernst Hall
• from 30,000 €
• per annum
• one partner

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Room partnership for the new Library
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

The new Library
The completely redesigned library on the 4th floor above the large event hall will be a central location 
for research and teaching at the Hertie School with its almost 600 sqm, 500 shelf metres and more than 
150 workstations distributed across 4 rooms. With its newly designed reading and work areas and the 
provision of specialised holdings, it will equip future students with skills and knowledge. The roof terrace 
invites students to read and relax outdoors during the warm seasons. Supporting the library creates a 
strong connection between your institution and the talents of today and the decision-makers of tomorrow.

Become a partner of the new library!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner in the hall/seminar room 

on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, syllabi, etc.
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events  

with discounted fees

Partnership for the
new Library
• from 30,000 €
• per annum
• one partner

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Room partnership 
for the historical Library
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

 The historical Library
The historical library, where Robert Koch announced the discovery of the tuberculosis pathogen on 24 March 
1882, is one of the few legendary rooms of German science to have been preserved in its original state. It is 
being lavishly restored according to the strictest guidelines for the protection of historical monuments and 
is used as part of the library as well as a conference room for high-level meetings. While the restored shelves 
will house classics of the social sciences, the room will be equipped with the state-of-the-art technology 
for conferences. The historic library will become an outstanding venue for high-level talks and exclusive 
networking meetings.

   Become a partner of the historical library!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner in the Library on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, syllabi, etc.
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events  

with discounted fees

Partnership for the
historical Library
• from 30,000 €
• per annum
• one partner

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Partner restaurant areas
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring Hertie School rooms and facilities, you gain access to one of the most 
relevant science and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

Restaurant areas of the Hertie School Campus
The five restaurant areas of the Hertie School Campus, with around 220 square meters of restaurant space, 
will be a vital center of encounter and exchange for the entire Hertie community and its guests. The large 
central space was formerly Robert Koch’s private laboratory. The restaurant areas will combine historic 
atmosphere with modern cuisine in a contemporary design. Located in the heart of the building directly 
next to the Robert Koch Hall, the restaurant areas will be a meeting place for students, faculty and staff of 
the Hertie School, as well as open spaces for network partners, for guests such as politicians from the Federal 
Chancellery and federal ministries, colleagues from the adjacent ARD headquarters and, of course, for Hertie 
alumni. From here, the school also prepares its own high-quality catering for the entire campus, including 
all events at the Hertie School.                            

  Become a partner of the restaurant areas of the Robert Koch Forum!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner on a sponsor board
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events  

with discounted fees

 Partnership for restaurant areas
• from 30,000 €
• per annum
• one partner
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KAFFEEBAR / COLLAGE
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Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Partner courtyard
A partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie School 
permanently. By sponsoring facilities and outdoor areas, you gain access to one of the most relevant science 
and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

Courtyard of the Hertie School Campus
The inner courtyard of the Hertie School Campus is also being extensively renovated and redesigned. 
It will be a quiet courtyard with lots of green space in the heart of the capital. The courtyard will 
be a meeting place for students, faculty, Hertie School staff and invited guests. The courtyard can 
accommodate Hertie School events when the weather is good. The courtyard will become a central 
element of the new campus.                             

  Become a partner!

Visibility
• Recognition of the partner on a sponsor board
• Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events 

with discounted fees

Partnership for the courtyard 
• from 20,000 €
• per annum
• one partner

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Partner for seminar rooms
A room partnership creates visibility and enables you to leave your mark on the new campus of the Hertie 
School permanently. By sponsoring the Hertie School’s facilities, you gain access to one of the most important 
academic and networking locations in the heart of Berlin.

Seminar rooms
In addition to the two outstanding historical teaching halls, the new Hertie School campus has 18 seminar rooms 
of various sizes between 25 and 100 sqm for 20 to 80 students. The seminar rooms provide conventional teaching 
space for the Master’s programmes and Executive Education. The rooms are well equipped technologically to 
meet the high demands of modern international teaching, both on-site and virtually. As a sponsor of seminar 
rooms, your institution presents itself as a strong partner for modern international teaching of tomorrow.                          

Become a partner of the Hertie School by sponsoring seminar rooms!

Visibility
•Recognition of the partner in the hall/seminar room 

on a sponsor board
• Mention of the partner in the room directories, curricula, etc.
•  Mention in communication and at selected events
• Exclusive use of the facilities for own events with discounted 

fees

Partnership for seminar rooms 
• from 10.000 €
• per annum
• one partner per room

Sascha Stolzenburg
Director Advancement
T +49 (0)30/259 219-110
stolzenburg@hertie-school.org

Prof. Dr. Cornelia Woll
President Hertie School
T +49 (0)30/259 219 130



Join our efforts to shape the future 
of research and become a sponsor 
of this outstanding place for public 
policy and governance studies in 
the heart of Berlin.



Hertie School 
Friedrichstraße 180 
10117 Berlin 
+49 (0)30 259 219-0 
info@hertie-school.org 

Contact

hertie-school.org

The Hertie School is a renowned private graduate school based in Berlin. 
Its mission is to prepare highly qualified young people for leadership 
roles in the public sector, the private sector and civil society. The Hertie 
School stands for academic excellence, innovation and internationalism. 
With its interdisciplinary research, the Hertie School aims to advance the 
discussion on modern statehood and stimulate exchange between the 
branches of government, civil society and business. The School’s motto is 

“Understand today. Shape tomorrow”.

About us


